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Abstract: It seems that the new world order is collapsing and international
security is no longer what it once was because humanity has been concerned with
subjective security. That is why we intend to define a new concept of security objective security based on achieving security awareness. In order to substantiate
the science of security and objective security, we must go through the stages
explained by Hegel: the stage of consciousness and the reason of security, the
stage of the spirit in which reason turns into spirit and the stage of objectifying
security. The phenomenology of security is the description of the objective forms in
which the science of security appears, of the process of knowing the insecurity /
security and the disclosure of errors. In the methodology of the scientific research
of insecurity / security it is necessary to never forget that "the truth is the whole",
and the phenomena of insecurity / security always become something else. That is
why the insecurity / security phenomenon must be analyzed as a historical
phenomenon with respect to data and facts, and the insecurity / security knowledge
represents a process in which the dialectical method explained by Hegel is used:
the security philosophy method is dialectical because the method is the structure of
the whole.
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1. Introduction
The issues of people’s and humanity’s life and security have been a
constant concern for scientists ever since the oldest ages until the present
day. Thus, security has been the subject of a significant amount of scientific
papers under the shape of various syntagms: minimal security; maximal
security; obligatory security; sufficient security; opportune security;
absolute security; total security; vital security; optimal security; durable
security etc. Other concepts have also emerged, such as complete/thorough
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